We find that the power spectrum varies approximately as 1/f at the lower frequencies, and becomes white at the higher frequencies, the crossover frequency depending on the experimental parameters. Moreover, at any single frequency, the power spectrum decreases with increasing bias In Section II we briefly review and develop the relevant theory, and in Section III we describe the experimental apparatus and techniques.
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Section IV presents the experimental results and analysis, and Section V contains our conclusions.
. 
• .
... fluctuations whose power spectrum is given by replacing the coupling terms VB in Eq. (1) by (di /dT)('dV/di )I:
... (5) where c 1 and c 2 and ~l and ~2 are the specific heats and coherence lengths of the two superconductors. We have neglected the contribution of the barrier to the heat capacity. -R Equation (6) is used in Eq. (3) in subsequent calculations of S (f). v (6) When the SQUID was in a flux-locked loop, the current resolution in the superconducting coil was about 10-ll A Hz-l/ 2 at 1Hz. Over Because the observed ratio f 2 /f 1 is at least 10 , the normalization constant [3+R-n(f 2 /f 1 )] must be at least 10. If one uses this value in Eq. (3), the calculated spectra in Fig. 2 will be reduced by about a factor of 3. However, since the theoretical predictions in Fig. 2 . . 2 convincingly establish that SV(f} scaled as (dic/dT) from the temperature dependence of the power spectra for the Nb-NbOx~Pb jurtctions. Fortunately, the critical cutrent of one Nb-Nbox-Sn junction had a highly anomalous temperature dependence'that enabled us to clearly show that SV(f) varied as (di/dT) 2 .
for this junction is shown in Fig. 3 .
The variation of I with temperature c ·.
As the temperature was lowered from 2.6K, the critical current increased to a maximum near 2.0K, decreased down to about 1. 7K, and finally increased again. This behavior was reproducible after the junction had been warmed to room temperature and recooled three times. We have no detailed explanatiQn for the effect, but can speculate on a possible origin. After the niobium was sputtered onto the substrate, the sputtering current was not switched off abruptly, but decreased to zero over a period of several seconds. As a result the 
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